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It is shown, starting from a model in which K < 1, K is 2’r supercompact, and 1 
is a measurable cardinal, how to force and obtain a model in which the Axiom 
of Choice is false and in which the successor of a singular cardinal is 
measurable. 0 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
Perhaps the most important of the large cardinal axioms studied by set 
theorists is the axiom which asserts the existence of a measurable cardinal. 
First introduced by Ulam [ 151 in the 193Os, this axiom has been studied 
extensively by set theorists for the last 20 years or so. The consequences of 
this axiom are both deep and will known as can be seen by the work of 
Silver [ 131, Rowbottom [ 121, and others. 
One of the more interesting aspects of measurable cardinals is that, 
assuming the Axiom of Choice, they are quite “large.” It is known, for 
example, that any measurable cardinal K must be the lcth strongly inac- 
cessible cardinal, the rcth Ramsey cardinal, the lcth Ramsey limit of Ramsey 
cardinals, etc. These properties of a measurable cardinal, though, all heavily 
use the Axiom of Choice. Thus, one begins to suspect that if the Axiom of 
Choice is assumed not to hold, the above “largeness” properties of a 
measurable cardinal may not hold either. 
Around 1967, work began which showed that when the Axiom of Choice 
is false, measurable cardinals can be quite accessible. Solovay showed (see 
[5 J) that assuming the Axiom of Determinateness, K, and pC, are measurable 
cardinals. Then, Jech [2] and Takeuti [14], working independently of one 
another, showed that assuming 6 was a regular cardinal and K > 6 was a 
measurable cardinal, it was consistent in an inner model where the Axiom of 
Choice is false for 6+ to be a measurable cardinal. 
One assumption that was absolutely essential in Jech’s and Takeuti’s 
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proofs was the regularity of S. This was because all of these proofs used the 
“Levy Collapse,” a notion of forcing which changes an inaccessible cardinal 
into the successor of a regular cardinal, yet which cannot be used to collapse 
to the successor of a singular cardinal. Thus, the question as to how one 
would force to obtain a model in which the Axiom of Choice were false and 
in which the successor of a singular cardinal were measurable remained 
open. That such a result was obtainable was suggested by the situation 
assuming the Axiom of Determinateness; indeed, Martin had shown [8] that 
assuming AD, K,+ , was a measurable cardinal. 
The purpose of this paper is to show that it is consistent, assuming some 
very strong hypotheses, for the successor of a singular cardinal to be 
measurable. Specifically, we have the following two theorems. 
THEOREM 1. Assume that Vi= “ZFC + IC and ,I are cardinals such that 
K < I, 1 is a measurable cardinal, and K is 2’ supercompact.” Then there is 
a model, N, for the theory “ZF + AC, + K is a strong limit cardinal + 
cof(K) = w + K is a Rowbottom cardinal (in fact, K carries a Rowbottom 
jitter) + K' is a measurable cardinal.” 
THEOREM 2. Assume the same hypotheses as in Theorem 1. Then there 
is a model, M, for the theory “ZF + pC, is a strong limit cardinal + K, is a 
Rowbottom cardinal (in fact, K, carries a Rowbottom filter) + K,+, is a 
measurable cardinal.” 
Theorem 2 will follow Theorem 1 via a routine collapsing argument. 
Before beginning the proofs of these two theorems, however, we shall briefly 
digress to give our notation and mention certain useful facts. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Our notation is fairly standard. We work in ZF. Lower case Greek 
letters a, /3, y ,..., will be used to denote ordinals, with the letters K, I, and 6 
generally being reserved for cardinals. For ultrafilters and measures, we use 
the letters U and ,u. 
For K a cardinal, K Ca will denote the ath least cardinal >K. The cotinality 
of K, cof(lc), is the least possible cardinality of an unbounded subset of K. 
Given a set x, we shall let 2” denote the power set of x. Ix] will be the 
cardinality of x, and X is the order type of x. Further, for f a function, f “x is 
the range off on x, and f r x is f restricted to x. For a an ordinal, R(a) is the 
collection of all sets of rank <a. 
The symbol ]+ will mean, as usual, “weakly forces,” and (] will mean 
“decides.” By convention, we will say that for forcing conditions p and q, 
p < q means that q is stronger than p. 
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We will make use of Solovay’s Product Lemma for product forcing, so we 
recall its statement here. Let P and R be partial orderings defined in V. Then 
if G, E P, G, c R, the following are equivalent: 
1. G, x G, is V-generic over P x R. 
2. G, is V-generic over P and G, is V[G,]-generic over R. 
3. G, is V-generic over R and G, is V[G,]-generic over P. 
We will have occasion to use various forms of the Axiom of Choice (AC) 
throughout this paper. In particular, for K a cardinal, we will make use of 
AC,, which states that the Cartesian product of K many non-empty sets is 
non-empty. 
If K, 2, (x, p, and y are ordinals, let [K)' = {f:f is a strictly increasing 
fUnCtiOn from 1 t0 K}, and let [K]<* (which is sometimes written as P,(A)) 
be defined as lJ6<1 [K]'. We say that K-+ [A],‘.$ if given any partition 
F: [K]<" d/3, there is a set X, z=n so that JF"[X]ial<y. K is said to be 
Rowbottom if VA < K[K+ [K],',;]. K is said to carry a Rowbottom filter if 
there is a filter F on K such that for all F: [K] iw + I, where 1 < K, there is 
some X E F such that ) F" [X] <w ) Q w. 
The standard notion of forcing, due to Levy, for collapsing a strongly 
inaccessible cardinal 1 to the successor of a regular cardinal K will be useful, 
so we briefly recall its definition and some of its properties. Let Col(~, A) = 
(f:f is a function from K X I into 1 such that Idmndf)l < K and such that 
(a, P) E ~4.f) *S((a, P)) < PIT and let Col(~, 2) be ordered by inclusion. 
Then any set of compatible conditions of length <K has an upper bound. 
Finally, we assume that the reader is completely familiar with the notions 
of measurable and supercompact cardinals. For definitions and facts about 
these cardinals, we refer the reader to [4] and [Ill. 
2. THE MAIN THEOREMS 
We turn now to the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2. Before beginning the 
proof of Theorem 1, though, we feel that a few intuitive remarks are in order. 
The proof of Theorem 1 will use a generalized version of Prikry’s notion of 
forcing [IO] for changing the cofinality of a measurable cardinal to w. 
(Similar, though more complicated notions of forcing have been used by 
Magidor.) What we would like to accomplish is to simultaneously change 
the cofmalities of a particular set of cardinals whose sup is some measurable 
,J to o, causing all but the least of them to be collapsed. Then, when we pass 
to a certain inner model, we will have that the least of these cardinals K is a 
cardinal of cofinality w, and that all of the rest of the cardinals in this 
particular set remain collapsed. II, however, will remain measurable, and 
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hence will become K+. The partial ordering which we are about to use will 
precisely accomplish this task. 
Proof of Theorem 1. The proof of Theorem 1 will be via a sequence of 
lemmas. Let VI= “ZFC + K and I are cardinals such that K < A, II is a 
measurable cardinal, and K is 2’ supercompact,” and assume that 1 is the 
least measurable cardinal >K. Let 0 be a normal ultralilter on P,(2’). Let 
U=irr~,i.e.,foranyAcP,(~),saythatA~UiffA={pn~:pEB}for 
some B E 0. It is well known (and easy to show) that U is a normal 
ultrafilter on P,(l). It is also true that i? may be chosen so that U has the 
(Menas) partition property, and we assume that this has been done. (For a 
proof of this fact, and for the definition of the partition property, see [9].) 
Since the ultrapower V p=(2”‘/o is closed under 2a sequences, we know that 
Vp=‘*“/~~ “A is the least measurable cardinal >K.” Now any ordinal a < 2-l 
is represented in the above ultrapower by the function f(a) =p n a (see 
[ 11 I), so by the fundamental theorem on ultraproducts, we have that VpJ2-‘)/ 
ob “[pn;1] is the least measurable cardinal > [p f? K 1,” so AK = 
{p E P,(2’): p n ,l is the least measurable cardinal >p n K } E 6, so & = 
{pq,(2Wm~l is the least measurable >p n K } E 0 (note that 
& 2 A”). Hence, we have A“ = @(I,? = ( p E P&l): ] pi is the least 
measurable cardinal >p n K ) E U. 
The partial ordering P which will be used in the proof of Theorem 1 is 
now defined as follows: P is the set of all sequences of the form 
(pI,...,pn,A) where: 
1. Each pi E A”. 
2. P, s *-. SP,, where pi 2 pj means pi cpj and pi < pj n K . 
3. AcA”,AEU, andpEAap,sp. 
For 7t = (pl ,...,pn, A), 
71’ = (q, )...) qm, B), say that 7r< 71’ iff: 
1. n<m. 
2. pi = qi for i < n. 
3. 4 n+lr..-,q,,,EA. 
4. BcA. 
Let G be V-generic on P. Let r = (p,: n < CO), wherep, E I iff 3n E G]7t = 
(P,,...~Pn,..., pm, A)]. Standard density arguments show that r codes a 
cofinal w sequence through A. For j3 E [K, A) (the interval {/I: K < /3 < A)), b a 
regular cardinal, let r r p = (p, np: n ( o). 
The model N which shall be a witness to the conclusions of Theorem 1 
will be the least model of ZF which extends V and contains each r r /3 for /.I a 
regular cardinal in [K, A) [but not the J sequence of the T r p’s]. More 
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formally, we define N as follows: Let L be the forcing language associated 
with P, and let L, EL be the ramified sublanguage of P which contains a 
unary predicate symbol V (interpreted as V(v) o u E v), symbols m for 
each m E V, and symbols r r /I for each p a regular cardinal in [K, A). N is 
then defined inductively as follows: 
N8 = u N, for 6 a limit ordinal 
a<6 
N a+, = {xcN,:xE V[G] an d x can be defined using a forcing 
termrEL,ofrank<cz} 
N= u N,. 
oeOrdinals 
Standard arguments show that N k ZF. Also, note that there is a natural 
classification of the formulas of L, defined in the following fashion: For 
(r E [K, I), a a regular cardinal (in V), say that 4 E L,,, iff (r > max({y: r r y 
appears in 41). Standard arguments show that each m for m E V may be 
chosen so that it is invariant under any automorphism of P, and that 
formulas 4 EL,,, may be assumed to be invariant under any automorphism 
of P which is fixed to a, i.e., which is generated by a function which is the 
identity on a. 
We now begin the proofs of the lemmas needed to show that N is our 
desired model. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let 4 E L, 71 E P, z = (p, ,..., p,,, A). Then there is B G A, 
B E U such that (p ,,..., pn, B)ll#. 
Proof of Lemma !. 1. The proof of this lemma is virtually the same as in 
ordinary Prikry forcing. We define a partition f: [A]<O + 3 (where in this 
case, [A] cm = {(q, ,..., qJ: k E w  and q1 ,C .- e 2 qk} as follows: 
f(s1 s a*’ s qk) 
Oif3BGA[(p ~,...,P~,cI~,...,~~,B)I~~I 
1 if3B~A[(p,,...,p,,q,,...,qk,B)l~l~] 
2 otherwise. 
As U has the partition property, let B c A be homogeneous forJ: Then as 
usual, we can show that (p, ,..., pn, B)ll(. 1 
LEMMA 1.2. N k “K is a strong limit cardinal.” 
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Proof of Lemma 1.2. Lemma 1.1 immediately implies that in V[G], there 
are no new bounded subsets of K. Hence, V[G] K “K is a strong limit 
cardinal.” As N G I’[ G], N t= “K is a strong limit cardinal.” 
LEMMA 1.3. N F “cof(rc) = CO.” 
Proof of Lemma 1.3. Standard density arguments show that I r K codes a 
colinal w  sequence through K. However, clearly r r K E N. 1 
LEMMA 1.4. N+“,J <K+.” 
Proof of Lemma 1.4. Lemma 1.4 is proven by showing that no ordinal 
6 E (K, A) which is a cardinal in V remains a cardinal in N. To show this, we 
let /I > 6, /I < A be such that p is a regular cardinal in I’. We then show that 
in V[r r p], 6 is not a cardinal. As V[r r j?] EN, the collapsing function for j? 
present in V[r r /I] will also be present in N, so N I= “J is not a cardinal.” 
Proceeding with the proof, let 6 E (K, 1) be a cardinal in V, and let /I be as 
above. We show that there are no cardinals in the interval (K,/?] in V[r r /I]. 
TO do this, let a be the least cardinal of Y in this interval which is a cardinal 
in V[r r p]. 
Case 1. a is a regular cardinal in I’. In this case, as a < /3, we know that 
r r a is present in V[r f /I]. Now as a is regular, again the standard density 
arguments show that r r a codes a colinal w  sequence through a. Thus 
V[r r /?] l= “cof(a) = 0.1.” But as a has been chosen to be the least ordinal 
which remains a cardinal in V[r r p], V[r r /I] F “a = K+" (K is still a 
cardinal in V[r r /I] by Lemma 1.2 and the fact V[r r /3] C_ N). However, as 
I’[ r f /I] F ZFC, we cannot possibly have V[r r p] k “a = K ' ," as a has 
cofinality o in this model. 
Case 2. a is a singular cardinal in V. In this case, again by the leastness 
of a, we again have V[r r p] I= “a = K’,.” But as VI= “a is singular,” 
V[r r /3] I= “a is singular,” so we reach the same contradiction as before 
since a successor cardinal cannot be singular in a model of ZFC. 
The above shows that no cardinal SE (K, n) remains a cardinal in N, so 
Lemma 1.4 is proven. 1 
We now proceed to show that not only does I remain a cardinal in N, but 
that it remains measurable as well. To do this, we first fix iu E I’, ,U a 
measure on K. 
LEMMA 1.5. Let x be a set of ordinals so that x E N. Then for some 
P c 4 x E V[r r PI. 
Proof of Lemma 1.5. Let r be a term which denotes x, and let 6 be an 
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ordinal so that z= (pl ,..., pn, F)I F “r E 6.” Since x E N, let a E (K, A) be so 
that rEL,,, and so that a > sup(p, U e-e Up,). 
Let y < 6 be given and suppose that 71’ = (pl,...,pn, A)]] “y E 5.” Without 
loss of generality, assume that z’ ( I- “y E r”; the case wherein 71’ 1 t “y & t” 
is symmetric. Assume further that (pl ,...,p,,, B) is such that [A lcw n a = 
[B]<“na, i.e., {(q,na ,..., qkna): k~ w,ql ,C ... sqk, and q ,,..., 
qk E A } = {(ql n a ,..., qk n a): k E w, q, 5 .a. ,C qk, and q1 ,..., qk E B}. We 
first make the following 
Claim. (PI ,*.., P,, B) I E “7 E t.” 
Proof of Claim. If not, then let q1 ,..., qk E B be so that for some C E U 
s = (PI ,..., p,, q1 ,..., qk, C) 1 F “y @ z.” As [A]<” n a = [B] <w n a, we can 
let q; ,..., q; E A be so that for j = l,..., k, q,! n a = qj n a. Then, for C’ = 
A - {41,..., II;}, t = (P1,...,P”, 4; ,***, s;, C’) I t- “7 E 5.” 
Subclaim. There is an automorphism w  such that v(s) is compatible with 
t and such that w(s)] t- “y 65 r.” 
Proof of Subclaim. Let j be arbitrary, where 1 <j < k. Since qj, q; E A”, 
we know that I qil = the least measurable >qj n K and [q/ ] = the least 
measurable >q,f n K. Since qj n a = qj n a and a > K, qj n K = q,! n K. 
Hence, ) qj ] = ) q,! ] . We can thus inductively define a function h on qk. First, 
we note that for l<j<k, since q,na=q;na, )qj)=Iqj’/, )qj-al= 
Iq; - a]. Also, we note that for 1 <j < k, I(qj -a) -p,,I = l(qj - a) -pnl, 
sinceP,Sqj,P,Sqj. 
Now, let h,: (q, - a) -p, --t (q; - a) -p,, be a l-l onto map, and assume 
that hjMl has been defined for j- 1 < k. We know that I(qj - a) - 
(qj-l -p,)l = [(qj - a) - (qjml -p,)J ; this follows from the above and from 
the fact that 1 qjl = ) qj I and 1 qj( > (qj- 1 /. Hence, we let hj: (qj - a) - 
(qj- , - p,) + (qj - a) - (qj- 1 - p,) be a l-l onto map, and let h = UJ=, hj * 
We note that h: (qk - a) -pn + (qb - a) -p, is a l-l onto map, and that 
h r (qj - a) -p, is a l-l onto map from (qj - a) -p,, to (4; - a) -p,,. 
Extend h to a l-l onto map of 2, h*, which we define as follows: h* = h 
on (qk-a)-p,. Onp, and on qkna, h* is the identity. Finally, as (qkl = 
1q;l <A7 qkna=q;nay h* rl- qk is taken to be any l-l onto map from 
I - qk to L - q; which is the identity on a. 
h* now naturally generates automorphism w  of P, defined as ~((r, ,..., rm, 
E)) = (h*“r, ,..., h*“r,,,, h*“E). 
By definition, it almost immediately follows that tq as just defined is an 
automorphism; the only thing which is not immediately clear is that 
E E U* h*“E E U. To establish this fact, we argue as in [7]. The argument 
proceeds by showing that the normality of U immediately implies that 
{PEP,(I): h*“p=p}E U. Ifthis is false, then {PEP,(L): h*“p#p]E U, 
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so there must exist some /? E p such that either h*(J) @ p or h * - ’ @ t? p. By 
normality, there is some E, E U on which the /? as defined above is constant. 
But then, by the fineness of U, since ( p E E,: {p, h*@), h* - ‘@)) E p} E U, 
we have an immediate contradiction. Thus, E E U* k*“E E U, so w is 
indeed an automorphism. 
y/(s) = (h”‘p, )...) h*“p*, h*“q, )...) h * “qk, h * “C). By the definition of h *, 
h*“‘pn =p,, and for j = l,..., k,h*“qj=qj’. Thus, v(s)= (p ,,..., p,, q: ,..., q;, 
h*“C), which is clearly compatible with f. And, as h * is the identity on CL, 
since r E L,+, has been chosen to be invariant under any automorphism 
which is the identity on a, y(s)] i- “y 6? 5.” I 
The fact that the subclaim is true now immediately yields a contradiction 
as I@) and f are compatible, u/(s)] F “y & 5,” and t 1 F “y E r.” This 
contradiction immediately proves our claim. 1 
Let now, for D C_ PK(n), D r a = (p n a: p E D). It is routine to check that 
Gra={(r,na ,..., rmna,Dra): 
0. i ,..., r,. D) E G} is V-generic on P r a = ((rl n a ,..., r, n a, D 1 a): (rI ,..., 
r,, D) E P), where P r a is ordered using the obvious analogue to the 
ordering on P. Working in V]G j’ a] = V[r r a], if we now define assuming 
that 7~ r a = (p ,,..., pn, Fra)EGra a set y by yEy iff 3t’>n[t’= 
(P,r-**,Pn9 r ,,..., rmr D), (p ,,..., p,, r, na ,..., rm na, D r a) E G r a, and 
t’ ] t “y E r”] then we make as our final 
Claim. x = y. 
Proof of Claim. If y E x, then this implies that some (p,,...,pnr 
rl ,..., rm, D) E G forces “y E 7.” Thus, by definition of G r a, (p, ,...,pn, 
rl n a,..., r,na,Dra)EGra. 
Hence, y E y, so x c y. If y E y. then let (pl ,..., pn, rl ,..., r,,, , D) E P be so 
that (p, ,..., pn, r, ,..., rmr D)jl “y E t” and (pl ,..., pn, r, f7 a ,..., r,,, n a, 
D r a) E G r a. By the definition of G r a we can let (pl ,..., p, , r; ,..., r:, , 
0’) E G be so that for each i = l,..., m ri n a = ri n a. By the proof of the 
first claim, this condition forces “y E r.” Thus, y E x, y c x, and x = y. m 
Setting /I = a yields the proof of Lemma 1.5. 1 
LEMMA 1.6. Let ,u’ = {xc A: x E N and x contains a ,u measure 1 set}. 
Then ,u’ is a II additive normal measure on A (=K+) in N. 
Proof of Lemma 1.6. By Lemma 1.5, if x E N, then for some /I < A, 
x E V[r r p]. By the definition of P f /3 and the inaccessibility of 1 in V, 
(P r p] < A. Thus, by the Levy-Solovay arguments [6], V[r r j?] I= “A is a 
measurable cardinal,” and the measure p”” = {x GA: x E V[r r p] and x 
contains a ,u measure 1 set} is a 1 additive normal measure on L in V[r r 81. 
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Hence, N b “Either x or 1- x contains a p measure 1 set.” If N b “f: 1+ 3, 
is a regressive function,” then as f may be coded by a set of ordinals in N, 
for some j3 < 1 fg V[r r /I]. Thus, by the above, V[r r /.I] k “f is constant on 
a ,U measure 1 set,” so N b “,u’ is normal.” Finally, if N t= “(x~: a < y < 2) is 
a sequence of subsets of 1 so that each x, contains a ,U measure 1 set,” then 
weletycl,yENcode(x,:a<y<l).ForapsothatyeV[rr/I]we 
have that V[r r /?] k “( x,: a < y < A) is a sequence of subsets of 1 so that 
each x, contains a ,U measure 1 set.” Hence, by the above, V[r r /3] t= 
‘WI n<y~,) = 1,” i.e., V[r r p] t= “fi rr<y~a contains a p measure 1 set.” 
This immediately implies that Nb “‘~‘(0~~ yx,) = 1.” This last statement 
proves Lemma 1.6. m 
LEMMA 1.7. N k “K is a Rowbottom cardinal that carries a Rowbottom 
filter.” 
Proof of Lemma 1.7. By Lemmas 1.1-1.3, let (6,: n < w) be an w  
sequence in V[r r K] (and hence also in V[r r /I] for /I CZ (K, A) and in N) of 
cardinals so that each of the above structures is a model for the sentence 
“Each 6, is a measurable cardinal with normal measure p,,.” In N, define a 
(Prikry) filter F on rc by A E F iff 3nVm > n[A n S, contains a pu, measure 1 
set], and for /3 E [K, A) let F” be the (Prikry) filter in V[r r J?] defined on K in 
the exact same fashion. The claim is that N k “F is a Rowbottom filter on 
K.” That N k “F is a filter” is not too difficult to see and is left to the reader. 
To see that N k “F is Rowbottom,” let f E N be a Rowbottom partition of 
[KICW, and as f may be coded by a set of ordinals, let p E (K, 12) be so that 
f E V[r r p]. As V[r r ,8] b “Each K, is measurable and U,,, 6, = IC,” a 
theorem of Prikry [ 10) shows that V[r r /3] b “There is a set A E FD so that 
A is Rowbottom homogeneous for J” As F” G F, A E F and N + “F is 
Rowbottom.” This proves Lemma 1.7. 1 
LEMMA 1.8. NkAC,. 
Proof of Lemma 1.0. Let N I= “(x0: /I < K) is a K sequence of non-empty 
sets,” and let t e V be a term which denotes this sequence so that t E L,,, 
for some a < A. Without loss of generality assume that 7 is a function on K 
so that for p < rc r(,8) is an element of L,,, which denotes xq. Thus, it will be 
the case that 1 t, “t@) # 0." Therefore, using AC, in V, let for p < K u,, be 
so that / t--p “u4 e r(J).” As each r(b) will always denote an element of N, we 
can assume that c4 E L1,fi4j for some yv) which depends upon /I. Let f E V 
be so that for j3 < Ic f(,!I)=uo. 
Let y = Uo< I( y(p) U a. As A is regular in V, y < 1. Thus, every occurrence 
of r r yfJ?> in oD can be replaced by an occurrence of r r y, making it possible 
using f to write a term g E L ,,y which is a function on rc so that for each 
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p < K, ) t--p “gcJ?) E rq .” As g can be evaluated in N using r r y, g will denote 
in N an AC, sequence for (xq : /I ( rc). This proves Lemma 1.8. 1 
Lemmas 1.1-1.8 complete the proof of Theorem 1. m 
We turn now to the proof of Theorem 2. The proof uses a collapsing 
argument the use of which was suggested to us by Kanamori. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let V and N be as in Theorem 1. Thus, in N, we 
have a cardinal K such that cof(K) = w  and K+ is measurable. Also, as V and 
N possess the same bounded subsets of IC, as we have previously observed in 
Lemma 1.7, there is an o sequence of measurable cardinals whose limit is K 
present in N. 
We let (di: i < w) be such an w  sequence. Let P, be the partial ordering 
Col(o,, S,), and for i > 1, let P, be the partial ordering COl(6i-1, Si). Let 
p = nicw P,. The partial ordering P is taken as being {p E nisw Pi: The 
ith coordinate of p, pi, is non-empty only finitely often}. For p, q E P, we 
say that p < q iff Vi[p, < qi]. 
Note that for any n E w  we may view P as P,* X P”, where P,* = ni<, Pi 
(ordered componentwise) and P” = {p E n,,, Pi: The ith coordinate ofp is 
non-empty only finitely often} (also ordered component wise). Let G be N- 
generic on P. It follows by the above remarks that G, = G r P,* (the 
projection of G onto its first n + 1 coordinates) is N-generic on P,*. 
The model M which shall witness Thereom 2 is the least model of ZF 
which extends N and contains each G, (but again, not the w  sequence of the 
G,‘s). As in Theorem 1, we can talk about M using a ramified sublanguage 
L I g L of the forcing language with respect to P, where L, contains a 
predicate symbol N (interpreted as N(m) o m EN), symbols m for each 
m EN, and symbols G, for each n E u. M is then defined inductively as 
follows: 
M,=0 
M, = u M, for 6 a limit ordinal 
LX<6 
M a+ I = {x E M,: x E N[G] and x can be defined using a 
forcing term r E L, of rank ,<a}. 
M= u M,. 
aoOrdinals 
As in Theorem 1, standard arguments show that M + ZF. Again, there is 
a natural classification of the formulas of L, defined as follows: For any 
4 EL,, say that #EL,,, iff n > max({m: G, appears in #}). Standard 
arguments allow us to assume each m for m EN is invariant under any 
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automorphism of P and that any formula 4 E L,., is invariant under an 
automorphism which fixes G, for m < n - 1, i.e., which is generated by a 
function which is the identity on 6,-i . 
We now begin the proofs of the lemmas needed to show that M is our 
desired model. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let $EL,,,. If (p, q)(F 9, where p E P,*_* and q E Pn-l, 
then (P, @I+ #. 
Proof ofLemma 2.1. Assume that (p, q)] k 4 but (p, 0)j t/- 4. Then there 
is some (p’, q’) > (p, 0) such that (p’, q’)( t- 7#. 
For any m > n, there is an automorphism z, of P, which is the identity 
on a,-, such that n,Jq,J is compatible with q&; the definition of any such 
automorphism may be carried out without using AC. Hence, let us pick for 
each m > n such an automorphism. These automorphisms may be picked 
without using AC since there is some k such that k’ > k s- qk = q; = 0; for 
any such k, we let zk be the identity. For m (n - 1, we let q,, be the 
identity. 
rt = (z,: m < w) is thus an automorphism of P such that rc(@‘, q)) is 
compatible with (p’, q’). But, as 4 E Li,,, we have that n((p’, q))( I- q5 and 
(p’, q’)l -, 4. This contradiction proves Lemma 2.1. fi 
LEMMA 2.2. Mk “K = &, and (K+)~ <&,+l.” 
Proof of Lemma 2.2. As each G, E M, we clearly have that K < K, and 
K+ &NW+,; in fact, 8, < & and di+ i ( 6:. Hence, to show that K = K,, it 
s&ices to show that in 44, each 6i is a cardinal. It will immediately follow 
from the fact that M k “K = K,” that M I= “(K+)~ < EC,+ 1 ." 
To show that each 6, remains a cardinal, let t be a term such that for 
some 6, and some p E P, p ( I- “5 c di .” As r will denote a subset of Si in 44, 
we may assume that t E L,,, for some n. But by Lemma 2.1, using the 
representation of p as (p,*_, , pn-‘), where p,*- , E P,*_, and p”- ’ E P”- ‘, 
(p,*_ 1) 0)l F “Z C di,” and for any q >p such that 41) “a E 5,” 
((In*-, , 0)ll”a E 5.” Thus, any subset of 6i is in N[G,] for some m, SO it 
suffices to show that in N[G,], each di is a cardinal. 
Now if Nl= AC, then the standard facts about the Levy collapse orderings 
would show that any ai remains a cardinal in N[G,] for any m. However, as 
we do not have full AC at our disposal, we have to be somewhat careful with 
our argument. As P,* and 2Pt both possess well-orderings, the proof that, 
using the proper antichain criteria, regular cardinals in N > 12’: ] are still 
regular cardinals in N[G,] may be carried out to show that ai for i > m is 
still a regular cardinal in N[G,] . To show that each ai for i < m remains a 
cardinal in N[G,], we note that as R(K)~ =R(K)~, R(K) b ZFC, and 
P,$ E R(K), the subsets of each 6, for i < m present in N[G,] are the same as 
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those in RQc)[G,]. R(K)[G,] t= “6, is a cardinal” for i < m by the standard 
facts about forcing with products of Levy orderings over a model of ZFC. 
Thus, each di for i < m remains a cardinal in N[G,]. This proves 
Lemma 2.2. I 
LEMMA 2.3. MI= “K(= EC,) is a strong limit cardinal.” 
Proof of Lemma 2.3. It is enough to show that every subset of Ji in M 
lies in N[G,+ i], since as in Lemma 2.2, every subset of di in N[Gi+ ,] will 
actually be present in R(K)[G~+,], a model of ZFC in which K is the 
supremum of all of the ordinals. To show that every subset of di in M lies in 
N[G,+ ,I, let A c ai, A E N. Let r be a term which denotes A such that 
tEL,,, for some n. Then, as in Lemma 2.2, A E N[G, _ ,]. If n < i + 1, then 
we are done. If n > i + 1, then write P,* as Pi”+, X (Pi+ 2 x a.. X P,). As 
Pi+2 X “’ x P, is well-orderable in N, we can show via the closure 
conditions that forcing with Pi+* x . . . X P, adds no new subsets to di. An 
application of the product lemma for product forcing then shows that any 
subset of di present in N[G,] is present in N[Gi+ ,I. I 
We now proceed to show that not only is (K+)" still a cardinal in M, but 
that it remains measurable as well. To do this, we first fix ,u E N, ,D a normal 
measure on (K+)~. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let ,a’ = {x c (K+)~: x E M and x contains a ,a measure 1 
set}. Then p”’ is a (K + )” additive measure on (K + )” in M, and 
h'fb=L‘(K+)N=&+l." 
Proof of Lemma 2.4. In the proof of Lemma 2.2 it was shown that given 
a particular Ji, any subset of it in M was in N(G,] for some n. The exact 
same proof will show that for any ordinal a and any x c a so that x E M, 
x E N[G,] for some It. And, as noted in Lemma 2.2, for any n E w  both P,* 
and 2’: possess well-orderings in N; indeed, as P,* E R(K)’ = R(K)” and 
NF “K is a strong limit cardinal,” N l= “(P,* 1 < 12’: ] < K < K' .” Thus, as 
the Levy-Solovay arguments [6] for showing that a 6 additive normal 
measure v on a cardinal 6 extends to a 6 additive normal measure v’ when 
forcing with a partial ordering that has a well-ordering of size <6 do not 
require any use of AC (see [ 1 ] for an exposition of a similar argument), 
$’ = (x2 (K+)~: x E N[G,] and x contains a ,U measure 1 set} is a (K')" 
additive normal measure on (K+)~ in N[G,]. Hence, the same argument as 
given in Lemma 1.6 can be repeated to show that ,u’ is a measure on (K' )" 
in M. As M k “(Kt)N <K,+ I and (K+)N is a measurable cardinal,” 
MI= “NW+ 1 = (K+)N." m 
LEMMA 2.5. M k “EC, carries a Rowbottom Jilter.” 
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Proof of Lemma 2.5. As in Lemma 1.7, we can assume that &: i < w) E 
V[r r,lc] c N is an w  sequence so that ,U~ is a normal measure on di. Assume 
further that (Wi: i < w} E V[r r K] c N is an o sequence so that Wi well 
orders pi. Clearly, both of the above sequences are also elements of N. 
In M, define a filter F on K (= K,) by A E F iff 3nVm > n[A n 6, 
contains a ,B, measure 1 set]. Again, as in Lemma 1.7 it is not too difficult 
to see that M k “F is a filter on IC.” To see that M k “F is Rowbottom,” let 
fE A4 be a Rowbottom partition on [K] <w, and by Lemmas 2.2 and 2.4, let 
n be so that fE N[G,] . As noted in Lemma 2.4, N I= ‘“Pz is well-orderable,” 
and by the definition of P,* and the fact that P,* E R(K)’ = R(K)“‘, IPz 1 < 6, 
when m > n + 1. Thus, the I&y-Solovay arguments [6] applied in R(K)~ 
show that for each m > IZ + 1, p,* = {A c 6,: A E R(K)~ [G,] and A contains 
a ,u,,, measure 1 set } is a &-additive normal measure on 6, in R(K)~[ G,] and 
hence has the same properties in N[G,] . 
Prikry’s proof [lo] that an w  limit of measurable cardinals is a 
Rowbottom cardinal which carries a Rowbottom lilter uses DC by choosing 
measure 1 homogeneous sets for certain canonically defined partitions based 
on earlier measure 1 sets that were chosen. As each ,uz measure 1 set 
contains a y, measure 1 set for m >, R + 1 we may carry out Prikry’s proof 
for f in N[G,] by each time choosing the W,,, least y,,, measure 1 set for the 
m appropriate to the current stage of the construction. In this way a set 
C c IC which is homogeneous for f may be constructed in N[ G,] so that for 
m>n+l~,(Cn6,)=1.AsCEMandCEF,theproofofLemma2.5is 
complete. 1 
LEMMAS 2.1-2.5 complete the proof of Theorem 2. B 
Remark. AC, fails in A4, as by definition of the model M, there is no 
sequence (f,l n E w  > EM, where f, is a bijection between S,i and S,,, , . 
Thus, Lemma 2.4, which shows that normal measures on EC,,,+ i in M exist, is 
especially significant. 
In conclusion to this paper, we mention that, as pointed out to us by 
Kanamori, strong hypotheses are needed to obtain the conclusions of 
Theorems 1 and 2. This is since if &, + , is a measurable cardinal, q N- must 
fail, so by recent work of W. Mitchell, there are inner models with many 
measurable cardinals. 
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